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Abstract
Consider two ordinary elliptic curves E, E 0 defined over a finite field Fq , and suppose that
there exists an isogeny ψ between E and E 0 . We propose an algorithm that determines ψ from
the knowledge of E, E 0 and of its degree r, by using the structure of the `-torsion of the
curves (where ` is a prime different from the characteristic p of the base field). Our approach
is inspired by a previous algorithm due to Couveignes, which involved computations using the
p-torsion on the curves. The most refined version of that algorithm, due to De Feo, has a
complexity of Õ(r2 )pO(1) base field operations. On the other hand, the cost of our algorithm
is Õ(r2 ) log(q)O(1) , for a large class of inputs; this makes it an interesting alternative for the
medium- and large-characteristic cases.

1. Introduction
Isogenies are non-zero morphisms of elliptic curves, that is, non-constant rational maps
preserving the identity element. They are also algebraic group morphisms. Isogeny
computations play a central role in the algorithmic theory of elliptic curves. They are notably
used to speed up Schoof’s point-counting algorithm [1, 15, 29, 30]. They are also widely
applied in cryptography, where they are used to speed up point multiplication [18, 25], to
perform cryptanalysis [26], and to construct new cryptosystems [6, 12, 20, 35, 39].
The degree of an isogeny is its degree as a rational map. If an isogeny has degree r, we call
it an r-isogeny, and we say that two elliptic curves are r-isogenous if there exists an r-isogeny
relating them. Accordingly, we say that two field elements j and j 0 are r-isogenous if there
exist r-isogenous elliptic curves E and E 0 such that j(E) = j and j(E 0 ) = j 0 . The explicit
isogeny problem has many incarnations. In this paper, we are interested in the variant defined
below.
Explicit isogeny problem. Given two j-invariants j and j 0 , and a positive integer r, determine
if they are r-isogenous. In that case, compute curves E, E 0 with j(E) = j and j(E 0 ) = j 0 , and
the rational functions defining an r-isogeny ψ : E → E 0 .
A good measure of the computational difficulty of the problem is given by the isogeny
degree r. Indeed the output is represented by O(r) base field elements, hence an asymptotically
optimal algorithm would solve the problem using O(r) field operations. Even though the input
size is logarithmic in r, by a slight abuse we say that an algorithm solves the isogeny problem
in polynomial time if it does so in the size of the output. Thanks to Vélu’s formulas [40],
in particular the version appearing in [22, § 2.4], we can compute ψ from knowledge of the
polynomial h vanishing on the abscissas of the points in ker ψ, at the cost of a constant number
of multiplications of polynomials of degree O(r). Given that all known algorithms to compute h
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require more than a few polynomial multiplications, we often say that we have computed ψ
whenever we have computed h, and conversely.
This paper focuses on the explicit isogeny problem for ordinary elliptic curves over finite
fields. A famous theorem by Tate [38] states that two curves are isogenous over a finite field if
and only if they have the same cardinality over that field. The explicit isogeny problem stated
here appears naturally in the Schoof–Elkies–Atkin (SEA) point-counting algorithm. There, E
is a curve over Fq whose rational points we wish to count, and E 0 is an r-isogenous curve
with r a prime of size approximately log(q). For this reason, the explicit isogeny problem
is customarily solved without prior knowledge of the cardinality of E(Fq ). We abide by this
convention here.
Many algorithms have been suggested over the years to solve the explicit isogeny problem.
Early algorithms were due to Atkin [2] and Charlap, Coley and Robbins [5]. Elkies’ [3, 15]
was the first algorithm targeted to finite fields (of large enough characteristic). Assuming r is
prime, its complexity is dominated by the computation of the modular polynomial Φr , which
is an object of bit size O(r3 log(r)). Later Bröker, Lauter and Sutherland [4] optimized the
modular polynomial computation in the context of the SEA algorithm [37]. Finally, Lercier
and Sirvent [23, 24] generalized Elkies’ algorithm to work in any characteristic. Despite these
advances, the overall cost of Elkies’ algorithm and its variants is still at least cubic in r.
Another line of work to solve the explicit isogeny problem for ordinary curves was initiated
by Couveignes [7–9], and later improved by De Feo and Schost [10, 13]. These algorithms
use an interpolation approach combined with ad hoc constructions for towers of finite fields
of characteristic p. Their complexity is quasi-quadratic in r, but exponential in log(p), hence
they are only practical for very small characteristic.
In this paper we present a variant of Couveignes’ algorithm with complexity polynomial
in log(p) and quasi-quadratic in r. Like the original algorithm, it is limited to isogenies of
ordinary curves. Together with the Lercier–Sirvent algorithm, they are the only polynomialtime isogeny computation algorithms working in any characteristic, hence they are especially
relevant for counting points in medium characteristic (that is, counting points over Fpn , when
n  p/log(p)).
Note that although Couveignes-type algorithms do not make use of the modular polynomial
Φr , its computation is still necessary in the context of the SEA algorithm. Thus our new
algorithm does not improve the overall complexity of point counting, though it may provide a
speed-up in some cases. It gives, however, an effective algorithm for solving the explicit isogeny
problem, with potential applications in other contexts, for example, cryptography.
1.1. Notation
Throughout this paper r is a positive integer, p an odd prime, q a power of p, and Fq the
finite field with q elements. E is an ordinary elliptic curve over Fq , its group of n-torsion
points is denoted by E[n], its q-Frobenius endomorphism by π. The endomorphism ring of E
is denoted by O, with K = O ⊗ Q the corresponding number field, OK its maximal order,
and dK the discriminant of OK . For a prime ` different from p and not dividing r, we denote
by E[`k ] the group of `k -torsion points of E, E[`∞ ] = lim E[`k ] the union of all E[`k ], and
−→
T` (E) = lim E[`k ] the `-adic Tate module [34, III.7], which is free of rank 2 over Z` . The
←−
factorization of the characteristic polynomial of π over Z` is determined by the Kronecker
symbol (dK /`). If (dK /`) = +1 then we also define λ, µ as the eigenvalues of π in Z` and
write h = v` (λ − µ), where v` is the `-adic valuation.
We measure all computational complexities in terms of operations in Fq ; the boolean costs
associated to the algorithms presented next are negligible compared to the algebraic costs, and
will be ignored. We use the Landau notation O( ) to express asymptotic complexities,
and the notation Õ( ) to neglect (poly)logarithmic factors. We let M(n) be a function such
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that polynomials in Fq [x] of degree less than n can be multiplied using M(n) operations
in Fq , under the assumptions of [41, Chapter 8.3]. Using FFT multiplication, one can take
M(n) ∈ O(n log(n) log log(n)).
1.2. Couveignes’ algorithm and our contribution
Couveignes’ isogeny algorithm takes as input two ordinary j-invariants j, j 0 ∈ Fq , and a positive
integer r not divisible by p, and returns, if it exists, an r-isogeny ψ : E → E 0 , with j(E) = j
and j(E 0 ) = j 0 . It is based on the observation that the isogeny ψ must put E[pk ] in bijection
with E 0 [pk ], in a way that is compatible with their structure as cyclic groups. It proceeds in
three steps.
(1) Compute generators P, P 0 of E[pk ] and E 0 [pk ] respectively, for k large enough.
(2) Compute the interpolation polynomial L sending x(P ) to x(P 0 ), and the abscissas of
their scalar multiples accordingly.
(3) Deduce a rational fraction g(x)/h(x) that coincides with L at all points of E[pk ], and
verify that it defines the x-component of an isogeny of degree r. If it does, return it;
otherwise, replace P 0 with a scalar multiple of itself and go back to step (2).
For this algorithm to succeed, enough interpolation points are required. Given that the
x-component of ψ is defined by O(r) coefficients, we have pk ∈ Θ(r). However, most of the time,
those points will not be defined in the base field Fq , so we must use efficient algorithms to
construct and compute in towers of extensions of finite fields. Indeed, Couveignes and his
successors go to great lengths to study the arithmetic of Artin–Schreier towers [9, 13], and
the adaptation of the fast interpolation algorithm to that setting [10]. Using these highly
specialized constructions, steps (1) and (2) are both executed in time Õ(pk+O(1) ) = Õ(rpO(1) ).
However, the last step only succeeds for one pair of torsion points P, P 0 , in general, thus O(r)
trials are expected on average. Hence, the overall complexity of Couveignes’ algorithm is
Õ(r2 pO(1) ), that is, quadratic in r, but exponential in log(p). Although the exponent of p
is relatively small, Couveignes algorithm quickly becomes impractical as p grows.
In this paper we introduce a variant of Couveignes’ algorithm with the same quadratic
complexity in r, and no exponential dependency in log(p).
The bottom line of our algorithm is elementary: replace E[pk ] in the algorithm with E[`k ],
for some small prime `. However, a naive application of this idea fails to yield a quadratic-time
algorithm. Indeed, in the worst case one has `2k ∈ Θ(r), with E[`k ] ' (Z/`k Z)2 . Hence, two
generators P, Q of E[`k ] must be mapped onto two generators of E 0 [`k ]. This can be done in
O(`4k ) possible ways, with a best possible cost of O(`2k ) per trial, thus yielding an algorithm
of complexity O(`6k ) = O(r3 ) at best.
To avoid this pitfall, we carefully study in § 2 the structure of E[`k ], and its relationship
with the Frobenius endomorphism π. With that knowledge, we can put some restrictions on
the generators P, Q, as explained in § 3, thus limiting the number of trials to O(`2k ). In § 4 we
present an interpolation algorithm adapted to the setting of `-adic towers, and in § 5 we put
all steps together and analyze the full algorithm. Finally, in § 6 we discuss our implementation
and the performance of the algorithm.
1.3. Towers of finite fields
The algorithms presented next operate on elements defined in finite extensions of Fq .
Specifically, we will work in a tower of finite fields Fq = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fn , with ` dividing
#F1 − 1, d1 = [F1 : F0 ] dividing ` − 1, and [Fi+1 : Fi ] = ` for any i > 0. For ` = 2, we
build upon the work of Doliskani and Schost [14], whereas for general ` we use towers of
Kummer extensions in a way similar to [11, § 2]. Both constructions represent elements of
Fi as univariate polynomials with coefficients in Fq , thus basic arithmetic operations can be
performed using modular polynomial arithmetic over Fq . While constructing the tower, we also
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enforce special relations between the generators of each level, so that moving elements up and
down the tower, and testing membership, can be done at negligible cost.
We briefly sketch the construction for odd `. We first look for a primitive polynomial
P1 ∈ Fq [x] of degree equal to [F1 : F0 ]. There are many probabilistic algorithms to compute
P1 in expected time polynomial in ` and log(q); since their cost does not depend on the height
n of the tower, we neglect it (in all that follows, by expected cost of an algorithm, we refer
to a Las Vegas algorithm, whose runtime is given in expectation). Then, the image x1 of x
in F1 = Fq [x]/P1 (x) is an element of multiplicative order #F1 − 1, and in particular it is not
i−1
an `th power. Hence for any i > 1 we define Fi as Fq [x]/P1 (x` ), the computation of the
i−1
polynomials P1 (x` ) incurring no algebraic cost. Using this representation, elements of Fi can
be expressed as elements of a higher level Fi+j , and reciprocally, by a simple rearrangement
of the coefficients. Another fundamental operation can be done much more efficiently than in
generic finite fields, as the following generalization of [14, § 2.3] shows.
Lemma 1.1. Let F0 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fn be a Kummer tower as defined above, and let a ∈ Fi for
some 0 6 i 6 n. For any integer j, we can compute the (#Fj )th power of a using O(`i−1 M(`))
operations in Fq , after a precomputation independent of a of cost O(`M(`) log(q)).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that j < i; otherwise, the output is simply
a itself. Let s = #Fj , and let d = [Fi : F1 ] = `i−1 . Let xi be the image of x in Fi = Fq [x]/Pi (x),
so that xdi = x1 .
The first step, independently of a, is to compute y = xsi . Writing s = ud + r, with r < d, we
see that y is given by xu1 mod #F1 xri . We compute xu1 mod #F1 using O(`M(`) log(q)) operations
in Fq , and we keep this element as a monomial of F1 [xi ]. By assumption, a is represented as a
polynomial in xi of degree less than [Fi : F0 ]. We rewrite it as a = a0 + a1 xi + . . . + ad−1 xid−1 ,
with ai ∈ F1 . This is done by a simple rearrangement of the coefficients of a.
Finally, we compute a(y) by a Horner scheme. All the powers y k we need are themselves
monomials in F1 [xi ], each computed from the previous one using O(M(`)) operations in Fq ,
for a total of O(`i−1 M(`)). Finally, the monomials ak y k are combined together to form a
polynomial in (x1 , xi ) of degree less than (d1 , d), and then expressed in a canonical form in Fi
via another rearrangement of coefficients.
Summarizing, the following computations can be performed in a Kummer tower at the
indicated asymptotic costs, all expressed in terms of operations in Fq :
– basic arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication) in Fi , using O(M(`i )) operations;
– inversion in Fi using O(M(`i ) log(`i )) operations (when ` = 2, a factor of i can be saved
here [14], but we will disregard this optimization for simplicity);
– mapping elements from Fi−1 to Fi and vice versa at no arithmetic cost;
– multiplication and Euclidean division of polynomials of degree at most d in Fi [x] using
O(M(d`i )) operations, via Kronecker’s substitution, as already done in, for example, [42];
– computing a (#Fj )th power in Fi using O(`i−1 M(`)) operations, after a precomputation
that uses O(`M(`) log(q)) operations.
For one fundamental operation, we only have an efficient algorithm in the case ` = 2, hence
we introduce the following notation:
– R(i) is a bound on the expected cost of finding a root of a polynomial of degree ` in
Fi [x].
Note that we allow Las Vegas algorithms here, as no deterministic polynomial-time algorithm
is known. For ` = 2, Doliskani and Schost show that R(i) = O(M(`i ) log(`i q)). For general `, we
have R(i) = O(`i M(`i+1 ) log(`) log(`q)) using the variant of the Cantor–Zassenhaus algorithm
described in [41, Chapter 14.5], or R(i) = O((`i(ω+1)/2 + M(`i+1 log(q)))i log(`)) using [21].
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Figure 1. The three shapes of volcanoes of 2-isogenies.

Here, ω is such that matrix multiplication in size m over any ring can be done in O(mω ) base
ring operations (so we can take ω = 2.38 using the Coppersmith–Winograd algorithm). In any
case, R(i) is between linear and quadratic in the degree `i .

2. The Frobenius and the volcano
In this section we explore some fundamental properties of ordinary elliptic curves over finite
fields: the structure of their isogeny classes, its relationship with the rational `∞ -torsion points,
and with the Frobenius endomorphism π.
2.1. Isogeny volcanoes
For an extensive introduction to isogeny volcanoes we refer the reader to [36]. We recall here,
without their proof, two results about `-isogenies between ordinary elliptic curves.
Proposition 2.1 [22, Proposition 21]. Let φ : E → E 0 be an `-isogeny between ordinary
elliptic curves and O, O0 be their endomorphism rings. Then one of the three following cases
is true:
(i) [O0 : O] = `, in which case we call φ ascending;
(ii) [O : O0 ] = `, in which case we call φ descending;
(iii) O0 = O, in which case we call φ horizontal.
Proposition 2.2 [22, Proposition 23]; [36, Lemma 6]. Let E be an ordinary elliptic curve
with endomorphism ring O.
(i) If O is `-maximal then there are (dK /`) + 1 horizontal `-isogenies from E (and no
ascending `-isogenies).
(ii) If O is not `-maximal then there are no horizontal `-isogenies from E, and one ascending
`-isogeny.
A volcano of `-isogenies is a connected component of the graph of rational `-isogenies between
curves defined on Fq . The crater is the subgraph corresponding to curves having an `-maximal
endomorphism ring. The shape of the crater is given by the Kronecker symbol (dK /`), as per
Proposition 2.2. For any k > 0, an `k -isogeny is horizontal if it is the composite of k horizontal
`-isogenies. The depth of a curve is its distance from the crater. It is also the `-adic valuation
of the conductor of O = End(E). We illustrate the three possible shapes for a volcano in
Figure 1.
2.2. The `-adic Frobenius
In the rest of this paper we consider only a volcano with a cyclic crater (that is, we assume
(dK /`) = +1), so that ` is an Elkies prime for these curves. This implies that the Frobenius
automorphism on T` (E), which we write π|T` (E), has two distinct eigenvalues λ 6= µ. The
depth of the volcano of Fq -rational `-isogenies is h = v` (λ − µ) [36, Theorem 7(iv)].
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Proposition 2.3. Let E be an ordinary elliptic curve with Frobenius endomorphism π.
Assume that the characteristic polynomial of π has two distinct roots λ, µ in Z` , so that the
`-isogeny volcano has a cyclic crater. Then
there exists a unique e ∈ J0, hK such that π|T` (E) is
e
conjugate, over Z` , to the matrix λ0 `µ . Moreover, e = h if E lies on the crater, otherwise
h − e is the depth of E in the volcano.
We note here that the matrix

λ `h
0 µ



is conjugate over Z` to

λ 0
0 µ



.

Proof. Since the characteristic polynomial
 of π splits over Z` , the matrix of π|T` (E) is
trigonalizable. Conjugating the matrix λ0 µa by 10 1b replaces a by a−b(λ−µ), and conjugating

by 0c 10 replaces a by c · a, so that the valuation e = v` (a) is an invariant under matrix
conjugation. This proves the first part. For the second part, by Tate’s theorem [34, Isogeny
Theorem 7.7 (a)], O ⊗ Z` is isomorphic to the order in Q` [π` ] of matrices with integer
coefficients, which is generated by the identity and `−min(h,v` (a)) (π` − λ).
We now study the action of `-isogenies on the `-adic Frobenius by showing the link between
two related notions of diagonalization.
Definition 2.4 (Horizontal and diagonal bases). Let E be a curve lying on the crater. We
call a point of E[`k ] horizontal if it generates the kernel of a horizontal `k -isogeny. We call a
basis of E[`k ] diagonal if π is diagonal in it, horizontal if both basis points are horizontal.
Proposition 2.5. Let E be a curve lying on the crater and P be a point of E[`k ] such that
` P is an eigenvector of π. Then `h P is horizontal if, and only if, P is an eigenvector for π. If
π(P ) = λP then we say that `h P has direction λ.
h

This proposition being trivially true for h > k, we assume that k > h in what follows.
Let R be a point of E of order `k , let φ be the isogeny with kernel hRi, and let E 0 be
its image. The subgroup hRi defines a point in the projective space of E[`k ], which is a
projective line over Z/`k Z. There exists a canonical bijection [32, II.1.1] between this projective
line and the set of lattices of index `k in the Z` -module T` (E): it maps a line hRi to the
lattice ΛR = hRi + `k T` (E). This lattice is also the preimage by φ of the lattice `k T` (E 0 ).
Fix a basis (P, Q) of E[`k ], let Π be the matrix of π in this basis, and let R = xP + yQ. The

k
lattice ΛR is generated by the columns of the matrix LR = `0 `0k xy . The Hermite normal form
k−m
0
of LR is MR = ` 0 x/y
, where we write y = `m y 0 with ` - y 0 , and the columns of MR also
`m
k
0
generate the lattice ΛR . We check that MR has determinant `k . Since ΛR = φ−1
R (` T` (E )),
−1
0
k
there exists a basis of T` (E ) in which φR has matrix ` MR . Therefore, in that basis of T` (E 0 ),
the matrix of π|T` (E 0 ) is MR−1 · Π · MR .
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Fix a basis (R, S) of E[`k ] that diagonalizes π. We can write
P = xR + yS; without loss of generality we may assume y = 1. Let φ be the isogeny
determined by `h P , and let E 0 be its image. Since `h P is an eigenvector of π, φ is a rational

h−k
isogeny. According to the previous discussion, π|T` (E 0 ) has matrix λ0 ` x(λ−µ)
. This matrix
µ
is diagonalizable only if v` (x) > k−h. On the other hand, we can compute (π−µ)P = x(λ−µ)R,
so that P is an eigenvector on the same condition v` (x) > k − h.
While horizontal bases are our main interest, diagonal bases are easier to compute in practice.
Algorithms computing bases of both kinds are given in § 3. The main tool for this is the next
proposition: given a horizontal point of order `k , it allows us to compute a horizontal point of
order `k+1 .
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Proposition 2.6. Let ψ : E → E 0 be a horizontal `-isogeny with direction λ. For any
point Q ∈ E[`∞ ], if `Q is horizontal with direction µ, then ψ(Q) is horizontal with direction µ.
b 0 ) = `Q are
Proof. Let Q0 = ψ(Q) and ψb be the isogeny dual to ψ. Since both ψb and ψ(Q
horizontal with direction µ, Q0 is also horizontal.
Proposition 2.7. Let ψ : E → E 0 be an isogeny of degree r prime to `.
(i) The curves E and E 0 have the same depth in their `-isogeny volcanoes.
(ii) For any point P ∈ E[`k ], the isogenies with kernel hP i and hψ(P )i are of the same type
(ascending, descending, or horizontal with the same direction).
(iii) If P ∈ E[`] and P 0 ∈ E 0 [`] are both ascending, or both horizontal with the same direction,
then E/P and E 0 /P 0 are again r-isogenous.
Proof. Points (i) and (ii) are consequences of Proposition 2.3 and of the fact that ψ, being
rational and of degree prime to `, induces an isomorphism between the Tate modules of E
and E 0 , commuting to the Frobenius endomorphisms. For point (iii), we just note that since
there exists a unique subgroup of order ` which is either ascending or horizontal with a given
direction, we must have hP 0 i = hψ(P )i.
2.3. Galois classes in the `-torsion
Assume that E has a `-maximal endomorphism ring. The following proposition summarizes
the properties of E[`k ] that we will need for our main interpolation algorithm. If ` is odd,
let α = v` (λ`−1 −1) and β = v` (µ`−1 −1); if ` = 2, let α = v2 (λ2 −1)−1 and β = v2 (µ2 −1)−1,
and assume without loss of generality that α > β. Since λ 6≡ µ (mod `h+1 ), it is impossible that
λ ≡ µ ≡ 1 (mod `h ), so that at least one of the two valuations α, β is 6 h, and therefore β 6 h.
Proposition 2.8. For any k, let dk be the degree of the smallest field extension F/Fq such
that E[`k ] ⊂ E(F ). Then:
(i) the order of q in (Z/`Z)× divides d1 , and d1 divides (` − 1);
(ii) if ` is odd then for all k > 1, dk = `min(v` (d1 ),k−β) ;
(iii) if ` = 2 then d2 ∈ {1, 2} and, for all k > 2, dk = `min(v` (d2 ),k−β) ;
(iv) letting [F : Fq ] = d1 `n , the group E[`∞ ](F ) is isomorphic to (Z/`n+α Z) × (Z/`n+β Z);
(v) the group E[`k ] contains at most k · `k+β Galois conjugacy classes over F1 = Fqd1 .
Proof. The degree dk is exactly the order of the matrix π|E[`k ]. It is therefore the least
common multiple of the multiplicative orders of λ, µ modulo `k . This proves (i) using the
fact that λ · µ = q. For points (ii)–(v) we may assume that d1 = 1. Then, for any N ,
v` (λ2N −1) = α+v` (2N ). Let (P, Q) be a diagonal basis of E[`k ]. The point (π N −1)(xP +yQ) =
(λN − 1)xP + (µN − 1)yQ is zero if and only if v` (x) + α + v` (N ) > k and v` (y) + β + v` (N ) > k.
This shows (iv). The largest Galois classes are those for which v` (y) = 0 and their size is `k−β ,
proving (ii) and (iii). Moreover, for any i 6 k − β the points in an orbit of size less than or
equal to `i are those for which v` (x) > k − α − i and v` (y) > k − β − i; there are at most
`min(α+i,k)+min(β+i,k) such points, and therefore `min(α+i,k)+min(β,k−i) 6 `k−i+β corresponding
classes. Summing this over all i proves (v).
3. Computing the action of the Frobenius endomorphism
We continue here our study of the action of the Frobenius π on E[`k ]. Given an ordinary elliptic
curve E with `-maximal endomorphism ring, we explicitly compute diagonal and horizontal
bases of E[`k ] as defined in the previous section. We will use the latter basis of E[`k ] in § 5.2,
to put restrictions on the interpolation problem of our algorithm.
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We suppose that k > h. By Proposition 2.8, there exists a Kummer tower F0 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fk−β
such that all the points of E[`k ] are rational over Fk−β . The algorithms presented next assume
that the tower has already been computed.
3.1. Computation of a diagonal basis
In Algorithm 1 we describe how to compute eigenvalues of the Frobenius mod `k and
corresponding eigenvectors in the `k -torsion subgroup. We write Q ← divide(`, P ) for the
computation of a preimage of P by multiplication by `.
Algorithm 1 Computing a diagonal basis of E[`k ]
Input: E, an ordinary, `-maximal elliptic curve; k, a positive integer;
Output: (Pk , Qk ), a basis of E[`k ]; λ, µ ∈ Z/`k Z such that π(Pk ) = λPk , π(Qk ) = µQk .
1: λ ← 0; µ ← 0; P0 , Q0 ← neutral element of E[`].
2: for i = 0 to k − 1 do
3:
P 0 ← divide(`, Pi ); Q0 ← divide(`, Qi ).

i
b`i
4:
compute π|(P 0 , Q0 ) = λ+a`
(mod `i+1 ).
c`i µ+d`i
5:
if b = 0 then x ← 0; solve equation c`i + ((d − a)`i + µ − λ)y = 0;
6:
else solve equation c`i x2 + ((d − a)`i + µ − λ)x − b`i = 0; y ← −cx/b; end if.
7:
Pi+1 ← P 0 + yQ0 ; Qi+1 ← xP 0 + Q0 .
8:
λ ← λ + `i (a + bx); µ ← µ + `i (d + cy).
9: end for
10: return (Pk , Qk , λ, µ).

Proposition 3.1. Algorithm 1 computes a diagonal basis of E[`k ] using an expected
O(R(k − β) + `2 M(`k−β ) + `M(`2 ) log(`) log(`q)) operations in Fq .
Proof. The equation at line 5 or 6 is first divided out by the largest power of ` possible,
which is `min(h,i) , then solved modulo `. For i 6 h − 1, since a = d and b = c = 0, the solutions
are x = y = 0, and steps 5–7 do nothing. A straightforward calculation shows that after each
loop the basis (Pi+1 , Qi+1 ) is diagonal.
For i = 0, the basis of E[`](F1 ) at step 3 is computed by factoring the `-division polynomial
at an expected cost of O(`M(`2 ) log(`) log(`q)) operations using the Cantor–Zassenhaus
algorithm. Once E[`] has been computed, we can factor the multiplication-by-` map as a
product of two `-isogenies. Then, for any P defined in E(Fi−β ), the computation of divide(`, P )
at step 3 costs O(R(i−β +1)) operations. Evaluating π(P 0 ) in step 4 has a cost of O(`i−β M(`)).
Writing π(P 0 ) as a linear combination αP 0 + βQ0 needs at most `2 point additions, with a
cost of `2 M(`i−β+1 ). The cost of solving the equations at steps 5 and 6 by exhaustive search
is negligible, as are the remaining operations. Since the cost of each loop grows geometrically,
the last loop dominates all others, and gives the stated complexity.
3.2. Computation of a horizontal basis
Using Algorithm 1, we can compute a diagonal basis of E[`h+1 ]. By Proposition 2.5, this gives
us a horizontal basis of E[`]. Thanks to Proposition 2.6, we can use this information to improve
horizontal points of E[`i ] into horizontal points of E[`i+1 ], as illustrated in Algorithm 2.
Proposition 3.2. Algorithm 2 is correct and computes its output using an expected
O(R(k − β) + kR(h − β + 1) + k`2 M(`h−β+1 )) operations in Fq .
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Algorithm 2 Computing a horizontal point of order `k
Input: (P0 , Q0 ), a diagonal basis of E[`h+1 ]; k, an integer, k > h + 1.
Output: R, a horizontal point of E[`k ] with direction λ.
1: for i = 1 to k − 1 do
2:
φi ← isogeny with kernel h`h Pi−1 i
3:
Qi ← φi (Qi−1 )
4:
P 0 ← divide(`, φi (Pi−1 )).
5:
Write π(P 0 ) = λP 0 + bQi for b ∈ Z/`Z and let Pi ← P 0 − (b/µ)Qi .
6: end for
b1 ◦ . . . ◦ φbk−1 (divide(`k−(h+1) , Pk−1 )).
7: return R = φ

Proof. Let Ei be the image curve of φi . We check that at step i of the loop, the points (Pi , Qi )
form a diagonal basis of Ei [`h+1 ], and φi has direction λ. The fact that R is horizontal is then
a consequence of Proposition 2.6. The two most expensive operations in the loop are steps 4
and 5, costing respectively O(R(h − β + 1)) and O(`2 M(`h−β+1 )), as discussed in the proof
of Proposition 3.1. They are repeated k times. Finally, step 7 is dominated by the last divide
operation, which costs O(R(k − β)).
One application of Algorithm 1 (with input k ← h + 1) and two applications of Algorithm 2
allow us to compute a horizontal basis of E[`k ]. This could be done directly with Algorithm 1
instead, but that would require computing in an extension Fk+h−β .

4. Interpolation step
After constructing bases (P, Q) of E[`k ] and (P 0 , Q0 ) of E 0 [`k ] using the algorithms of the
previous section, our algorithm computes the polynomial with coefficients in Fq mapping x(P )
to x(P 0 ), x(Q) to x(Q0 ), and the other abscissas accordingly. In this section we give an efficient
algorithm for this specific interpolation problem. The algorithm appeared in [10] in the context
of the Artin–Schreier extensions used in Couveignes’ isogeny algorithm; it uses original ideas
from [16]. We recall this algorithm here, and adapt the complexity analysis to our setting of
Kummer extensions.
We start by tackling a simpler problem. We suppose we have constructed a tower of Kummer
extensions Fq = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fn , with [F1 : F0 ] | (` − 1), and [Fi+1 : Fi ] = ` for any i > 0.
Given two elements v, w ∈ Fn \ Fn−1 , we want to compute polynomials T and L such that:
– T ∈ Fq [x] is the minimal polynomial of v, of degree d = deg T < `n ;
– L is in Fq [x], of degree less than d, and L(v) = w.
Observe that, since v, w ∈
/ Fn−1 , we necessarily have v` (d) = n − 1, so that `n−1 6 d < `n .
Using a fast interpolation algorithm [41, Chapter 10.2], the polynomials T and L could be
computed in O(nM(`2n ) log(`)) operations in Fq . We can do much better by exploiting the
form of the Kummer tower, and the Frobenius algorithm given in Lemma 1.1.
Following [10], we first compute T , starting from T (0) = x − v. We let σi be the map that
takes all the coefficients of a polynomial in Fn−i [x] to the power #Fn−i−1 . For i = 0, . . . , n − 1,
suppose we know a polynomial T (i) of degree `i in Fn−i [x]. Then compute the polynomials T (i,j)
given by T (i,j) = σij (T (i) ) for 0 6 j 6 ` − 1, and define
(
b
Y
`−1
if i < n − 1,
(i+1)
(i,j)
T
=
T
with b =
(4.1)
n−1
d/`
otherwise.
j=0
One can easily see that T (i+1) is the minimal polynomial of v over Fn−i+1 .
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Lemma 4.1. The cost of computing T is O(nM(`n+1 ) log(`)) operations in Fq .
Proof. At each step i, from the knowledge of T (i) we compute all T (i,j) using Lemma 1.1.
The cost for a single polynomial T (i,j) is O(`i `n−i−1 M(`)) operations, that is, O(`n M(`)) for
all O(`) of them. From the T (i,j) we compute T (i+1) using a subproduct tree, as in [41,
Lemma 10.4]. The result has degree O(`i+1 ) and coefficients in Fn−i , thus the overall cost is
O(M(`n+1 ) log(`)). After T (i+1) is computed this way, we can convert its coefficients to Fn−i−1
at no algebraic cost. Summing over all i, we obtain the stated complexity.
We can finally proceed with the interpolation itself. First, compute w0 = w/T 0 (v) and let
L = w0 . Next, for i = 0, . . . , n − 2, suppose we know a polynomial L(i) in Fn−i [x] of degree
less than `i . We compute the polynomials L(i,j) given by L(i,j) = σij (L(i) ) and
(0)

L(i+1) =

b
X
j=0

L(i,j)

T (i+1)
,
T (i,j)

with b defined as in equation (4.1).

As shown in [10], L(n) is the polynomial L we are looking for.
Proposition 4.2. Given v, w ∈ Fn \ Fn−1 , the cost of computing the minimal polynomial
T ∈ Fq [x] of v and the interpolating polynomial L ∈ Fq [x] such that L(v) = w is
O(nM(`n+1 ) log(`)) operations in Fq .
Proof. After the polynomials T (i) have been computed, we need to compute T 0 (v). This
is done by means of successive Euclidean remainders, since T 0 (v) = (((T 0 mod T (1) ) mod
T (2) ) . . . mod T (n) ). At stage i, we have to compute the Euclidean division of a polynomial
of degree O(`n−i+1 ) by one of degree O(`n−i ) in Fi [x]. Using the complexities from § 1.3,
we deduce that each division can be done in time O(M(`n+1 )), for a total of O(nM(`n+1 ))
operations. Then computing w0 = w/T 0 (v) takes O(M(`n ) log(`n )) operations.
Finally, at each step i, the polynomials L(i,j) are computed at a cost of O(`n M(`)), as in
the proof of Lemma 4.1. The computation of L(i+1) uses the same subproduct tree as for the
computation of T (i) , requiring O(log `) additions, multiplications and divisions of polynomials
of degree O(`i+1 ) with coefficients in Fn−i , for a total of O(M(`n+1 ) log(`)). Summing over all
i, the complexity statement readily follows.
We end with the general problem of interpolating a polynomial in Fq [x] at points of Fn .
Proposition 4.3. Let (v1 , w1 ), . . . , (vs , wsP
) be pairs of elements of Fn , let ti be the degree
of the minimal polynomial of vi , and let t = ti . The polynomials
– T ∈ Fq [x] of degree t such that T (vi ) = 0 for all i, and
– L ∈ Fq [x] of degree less than t such that L(vi ) = wi for all i,
can be computed using O(M(t) log(s) + nM(`2 t) log(`)) operations in Fq .
Proof. The polynomial T is simply the product of all the minimal polynomials Ti . Let
ni = v` (ti ), so that vi , wi ∈ Fni +1 \ Fni , and `ni 6 ti < `ni +1 . We convert (vi , wi ) to a pair
of elements of Fni +1 at no algebraic cost, then we compute Ti as explained previously at a
cost of O(nM(`ni +2 ) log(`)) operations. Bounding `ni by ti , summing over all i, and using the
superlinearity of M, we obtain a total cost of O(nM(`2 t) log(`)) operations. Simultaneously, we
compute all the polynomials Li such that Li (vi ) = wi , at the same cost.
Then we arrange the Ti into a binary subproduct tree and multiply them together. A
balanced binary tree, though not necessarily optimal, has a depth of O(log(s)), and requires
O(M(t)) operations per level. Thus we can bound the cost of computing T by O(M(t) log(s)).
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Finally, using the same subproduct tree structure, we apply the Chinese remainder algorithm
of [41, Chapter 10] to compute the polynomial L at the same cost O(M(t) log(s)).

5. The complete algorithm
We finally come to the description of the full algorithm. Given two j-invariants, defining two
elliptic curves E and E 0 , and an integer r, we want to compute an isogeny ψ : E → E 0 of
degree r. Since the algorithms of § 3 apply to curves on top of volcanoes with cyclic crater, we
first need to determine a small Elkies prime ` for E and E 0 , and then reduce to an explicit
isogeny problem on the crater of the `-volcanoes. These steps are discussed and analyzed next.
5.1. Finding a suitable `-volcano
Our algorithm uses an Elkies prime `. Since dK is not yet assumed to be known, we need to
be able to compute the height h of the volcano, the shape of its crater, as well as the shortest
`-isogeny chain from E to the crater.
The algorithms of Fouquet and Morain [17] compute the height h and find a curve Emax
on the crater at the cost of O(`h2 ) factorizations of the `th modular polynomial Φ` . The
polynomial Φ` is computed using Õ(`3 log(`)) boolean operations, then each factorization
costs an expected O(M(`) log(`) log(`q)) operations using the Cantor–Zassenhaus algorithm
(more efficient methods for special instances of volcanoes are presented in [27] and in [19], but
we do not discuss them). Working on E and E 0 , we compute the shortest path of `-isogenies
0
linking the curves E, E 0 to the craters. We still have to
α : E → Emax , α0 : E 0 → Emax
determine the shape of these craters. Since the height h of the volcano is known, using
Algorithm 1 we can compute a matrix of π|Emax [`h+1 ]. If this matrix has two distinct
eigenvalues then the crater is cyclic, otherwise it is not.
By Proposition 2.7, the depth of E and E 0 below their respective craters is the same. By
0
are again r-isogenous; we can use our algorithm
Proposition 2.7(iii), the curves Emax and Emax
to compute such an isogeny ψmax . Then, since ` is coprime to r, ψ = (α0 )−1 ◦ ψmax ◦ α is
well defined and is the required r-isogeny. Its kernel can be computed in O(hM(`r) log(`r))
operations by evaluating the dual isogeny α̂ on the kernel of ψmax via a sequence of resultants.
5.2. Interpolating the isogeny
We now assume that both curves E, E 0 have `-maximal endomorphism rings. We fix bases
of E[`k ], E 0 [`k ] and write π, π 0 for the matrices of the Frobenius. Since ψ is rational, its matrix
satisfies the relation π 0 · ψ = ψ · π in Z2×2
and hence in (Z/`k Z)2×2 .
`
If diagonal bases of E[`k ], E 0 [`k ] are used, then, since π is a cyclic endomorphism of Z2` ,
this condition seems to ensure that ψ is a diagonal matrix; however, Z/`k Z is not an integral
domain and π is congruent, modulo `h , to the scalar matrix λ, so we can only say that ψ
(mod `k−h ) is diagonal. If on the other hand we choose horizontal bases of E[`k ], E 0 [`k ] then,
by Proposition 2.7(ii), we know that ψ is a diagonal matrix.
We then enumerate all the `2k−2 invertible diagonal matrices; for each matrix M , we
interpolate the action of M on E[`k ] as a rational fraction, and verify that it is an r-isogeny.
The successful interpolation will be our explicit isogeny ψ. Specifically, we interpolate using the
abscissas of non-zero points of E[`k ]; there are (`2k − 1)/2 distinct such abscissas (or 22k−1 + 1
when ` = 2). The isogeny ψ acts on abscissas as a rational fraction of degrees (r, r − 1), which
is thus defined by 2r coefficients; knowing this rational function allows us to find the kernel of
ψ, and recover ψ itself using Vélu’s formulas. For this method to work, we therefore select the
smallest k > h + 1 such that `2k − 1 > 4r.
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Summarizing, our algorithm for two `-maximal curves proceeds as follows.
(1) Use Algorithms 1 and 2 to compute horizontal bases (P, Q), (P 0 , Q0 ) of E[`k ], E 0 [`k ].
(2) Compute the polynomial T vanishing on the abscissas of hP, Qi as in § 4.
(3) For each invertible diagonal matrix a0 0b in (Z/`k Z)2×2 :
(i) compute the interpolation polynomial La,b such that La,b (x(uP +vQ)) = x(a u P 0 +
b v Q0 ) for all u, v ∈ Z/`k Z;
(ii) use the Cauchy interpolation algorithm of [41, Chapter 5.8] to compute a rational
fraction Fa,b ≡ La,b (mod T ) of degrees (r, r − 1);
(iii) if Fa,b defines an isogeny of degree r, return it and stop.
√
Proposition 5.1. Assuming that `h < r, the algorithm above computes an isogeny
ψ : E → E 0 in expected time O((r`2 M(r`4 ) + M(r`3 ) log(`q)) log(r) log(`)).
Proof. By definition of k, we know that `2k ∈ O(r`2 ). By Proposition 2.8, there is a β < h
such that E[`k ] is contained in E(Fn ) with n = k − β. We thus construct the Kummer
tower F0 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fn , and we do the precomputations required by Lemma 1.1 at a cost of
O(`M(`) log(q)).
√
Bounding h by k−1, step (1) costs on average O(kR(k−β)+k`2 M(` r)+`M(`2 ) log(`) log(`q))
according to Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. Using the most pessimistic estimates of § 1.3, we see
that this cost is bounded by O(M(r`3 ) log(r) log(`) log(`q)).
By Proposition 2.8(v), there are at most O(k · `k+β ) Galois classes in E[`k ]. In order to apply
the algorithms of § 4, we need to compute a representative for each class. Each representative
is computed from the basis (P, Q) using point multiplication by two scalars less than or equal
to `k in the field Fn , which costs O(M(`n ) log(`k )) operations. We thus have a total cost of
O(kM(`2k ) log(`k )) ⊂ O(M(r`2 ) log(r)2 ) to compute all such representatives.
Then, using Proposition 4.3, where the total degree is t = (`2k − 1)/2 ∈ O(r`2 ), and
the number of interpolation points is s ∈ O(k · `k+β ), we can compute the polynomials T
and La,b at a cost of O(M(r`4 ) log(r) log(`)). The cost of computing Fa,b , and identifying the
isogeny is dominated by that of computing La,b [10, § 3.3]. Finally, in general approximately
`2k = O(r`2 ) candidate matrices must be tried before finding the isogeny.

5.3. Overall complexity
By a result of Shparlinski and Sutherland [33, Theorem 1], for almost all primes q and curves
E/Fq , for L > log(q)ε for any ε > 0, asymptotically half of the primes ` 6 L are Elkies primes.
Hence, we expect to have enough small Elkies primes to apply our algorithm. The following
theorem states a worst-case bound depending on r and q alone.
Theorem. For almost all primes q and curves E, E 0 over Fq , it is possible to solve the
‘explicit isogeny problem’ in expected time O(rM(r log(q)6 ) log(r) log log(q)).
Proof. Given a curve E, we search for the smallest Elkies prime satisfying the conditions of
Proposition 5.1. As a special case of [33, Theorem 1], we can take L ∈ O(log(q)) such that
√
the product of all Elkies primes ` 6 L exceeds Ω(
q). On the other hand, we discard those
√
h
primes
`
6
L
for
which
the
height
h
satisfies
`
>
r;
since those discarded primes are divisors
√
√
of dK , their product is at most O( q). This shows that there remains enough ‘good’ Elkies
primes in J1, LK, so that in the worst case ` ∈ O(log(q)).
The most expensive steps in § 5.1 are the computation and the factorization of the modular
polynomials for all primes up to `. This is well within O(log(q)6 ). The stated complexity then
follows from substituting ` = O(log(q)) in Proposition 5.1.
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Figure 2. Left: comparison of horizontal basis computation and interpolation phases, for a fixed curve
defined over F101 , and increasing r. Right: comparison of one interpolation phase for F101 , F230 +669 ,
F262 +189 and F2252 +421 , and increasing r. Plots on logarithmic scale.

6. Conclusion and experimental results
In the previous sections we have obtained a Las Vegas algorithm with an interesting asymptotic
complexity. In particular, in the favorable case where ` = O(1), the running time of the
algorithm is quasi-quadratic in the isogeny degree r and quasi-linear in log q. Thus we expect
it to be practical, and a substantial improvement over Couveignes’ original algorithm, at
least when small parameters ` and h can be found quickly. A large ` or h adversely affects
performance in the following ways.
– All modular polynomials up to Φ` must be computed or retrieved from tables.
– All degrees (`2k − 1)/4 6 r < (`2k+1 − 1)/4 require essentially the same computational
effort, thus resulting in a staircase behavior when r increases.
– Because we must have k > h, all degrees r smaller than (`2h+2 − 1)/4 require the same
computational effort.
For these reasons, it is wisest in practice to set small a priori bounds on ` and h, and only run
our algorithm when parameters within these bounds can be found.
To validate our findings, we implemented a simplified version of our main algorithm using
SageMath v7.1 [28]. In our current implementation, we only handle the case ` = 2 and only
work with curves on the crater of a 2-volcano. We implemented the construction of Kummer
towers described in [14], in the favorable case where p = 1 mod 4. Source code and benchmark
data are available in the GitHub project https://github.com/Hugounenq-Cyril/Two_curves_
on_a_volcano/.
We ran benchmarks on an Intel Xeon E5530 CPU clocked at 2.4 GHz. We fixed a base
field Fq and an elliptic curve E with height h = 3 and β = 2, then ran our algorithm to
compute the multiplication-by-r isogeny E → E, for r increasing. The torsion levels involved
in the computations varied from 23 to 28 . Figure 2 (left) shows the running times for the
computation of the horizontal basis of E[`k ], and for one execution of the interpolation step.
Running times are close to linear in r, as expected. The staircase behavior of our algorithm is
apparent from the plot. Since the interpolation steps must be repeated ∼r times, we focus on
this step to compare the running time for different base fields. In Figure 2 (right) we observe
that the dependency in q, although much better than in Couveignes’ original algorithm, is
higher than the theoretical analysis would predict. This may due to low-level implementation
details of SageMath, which, in the current implementation, are beyond our control.
In conclusion, our algorithm shows promise of being of practical interest within selected
parameter ranges. Generalizing it to work with Atkin primes would considerably enlarge its
applicability range; we hope to develop such a generalization in a future work. On the practical
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side, we plan to work on two improvements that seem within reach. First, the reduction
from generic curves to `-maximal curves seems superfluous and unduly expensive; it would be
interesting to generalize the concept of horizontal bases to any curve. Second, a multi-modular
approach interpolating on a torsion group of composite order is certainly possible, and could
improve the running time of our algorithm by allowing it to work in smaller extension fields.

Appendix A. Galois classes in E[`k ]
We give here the full decomposition of E[`k ] in Galois classes. This is a more precise form of
Proposition 2.8(v).
Proposition A.1. Let E be an elliptic curve with `-maximal endomorphism ring. Assume
` 6= 2, λ ≡ µ ≡ 1 (mod `) and let α = v` (λ − 1), β = v` (µ − 1). Write ν(x, y) = min(x + y,
x+β −1, y+α−1) and ρ(x, y) = x+y−ν(x, y) = max(0, x−α+1, y−β +1). The decomposition
of the group E[`k ] in Galois classes is as follows:
(i) for i, j = 1, . . . , k − 1, (` − 1)2 · `ν(i,j) classes of size `ρ(i,j) ;
(ii) for i = 1, . . . , k − 1, (` − 1) · `min(i,α−1) classes of size `max(0,i−α+1) , and (` − 1) · `min(i,β−1)
classes of size `max(0,i−β+1) ;
(iii) the `2 singleton classes of E[`].
Proof. Fix a basis (P, Q) of E[`k ] such that π(P ) = λP , π(Q) = µQ. Studying the Galois
orbits of E[`k ] means studying the map Z2` → Z2` , (x, y) 7→ (λx, µy). In other words, the orbits
correspond to elements of Z2` modulo the multiplicative subgroup generated by (λ, µ). An easy
2
way to describe this is to consider a multiplicative lattice in (Q×
` ) .
Let ξ be a primitive (` − 1)th root of unity in Z` . Then by [31, Théorème II.3.2], the
map f (x, y, z) = `x · ξ y · exp(`z) is a group isomorphism between Z × (Z/(` − 1)Z) × Z` and Q×
` .
For i ∈ J0, k − 1K and c ∈ Z/(` − 1)Z, let V (i, c) be the image in Z/`k Z of the map f (k − 1 − i,
c, −); then the multiplicative structure of V (i, c) is that of a principal homogeneous space
under Z/`i Z. We also define W (i, j, c, d) = V (i, c) · P + V (j, d) · Q ⊂ E[`k ].
Since λ ≡ 1 (mod `), we may write λ = f (0, 0, u `α−1 ) and µ = f (0, 0, v `β−1 ) for some u,
v ∈ Z×
` . This implies that the set W (i, j, c, d) is stable under Galois. Moreover, the orbits
of W (i, j, c, d) correspond bijectively to points of a fundamental domain of the lattice Λi,j
i
α−1 
i
j
generated by the columns of `0 `0j u`
β−1 , whereas the size of each orbit is [(Z/` Z) × (Z/` Z) :
v`
Λi,j ]. By using elementary column manipulations, we find that the covolume of Λi,j is `ν(i,j) ,
hence the point (i) of the proposition. (The case i = j = 0 yields singleton classes in E[`].)
The union of all the sets W (j, i, c, d) is exactly the set of all xP + yQ for x, y 6= 0. We obtain
the classes of (ii) by considering the sets V (i, c) · P and V (j, d) · Q.
We now state the equivalent proposition when ` = 2. The proof is much the same as in the
odd case.
Proposition A.2. Let E be an elliptic curve with 2-maximal endomorphism ring. Assume
λ ≡ µ ≡ 1 (mod 4) and let α = v2 (λ − 1), β = v2 (µ − 1). Write ν2 (x, y) = min(x + y,
x + β − 2, y + α − 2) and ρ2 (x, y) = x + y − ν2 (x, y) = max(0, x − α + 2, y − β + 2). The
decomposition of the group E[2k ] in Galois classes is as follows:
(i) for i, j = 1, . . . , k − 2, 4 · 2ν2 (i,j) classes of size 2ρ2 (i,j) ;
(ii) for i = 1, . . . , k − 2, 4 · 2min(i,α−2) classes of size 2max(0,i−α+2) , and 4 · 2min(i,β−2) classes
of size 2max(0,i−β+2) ;
(iii) the 16 singleton classes of E[4].
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Note that if λ or µ ≡ −1 (mod 4) then by replacing the base field by a quadratic extension,
we can always ensure that the condition λ ≡ µ ≡ 1 (mod 4) is satisfied.
Acknowledgement. We would like to thank the anonymous referees for their careful review
and their insightful remarks.
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